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A real valued function of s vector arguments in R” is said to be arrangement 
increasing if the function increases in value as the components of the vector 
arguments become more similarly arranged. Various examples of arrangement 
increasing functions are given including many joint multivariate densities, measures 
of concordance between judges and the permanent of a matrix with nonnegative 
components. Preservation properties of the class of arrangement increasing 
functions are examined, and applications are given including useful probabilistic 
inequalities for linear combinations of exchangeable random vectors. 0 1988 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
We define a real valued function f(x, , . . . . x,) of n-dimensional vector 
arguments x1, . . . . x, to be arrangement increasing if the function increases 
in value as the components of the vectors x1, . . . . x, become more similarly 
arranged. Various examples of such functions are given including joint mul- 
tivariate densities and the well known statistical measures of concordance 
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between s judges. Preservation properties of this class of functions are 
discussed, and applications are given which yield probabilistic inequalities 
for exchangeable random vectors. 
2. DEFINITION AND BASIC PROPERTIES OF 
ARRANGMENT INCREASING FUNCTIONS 
For a given vector x = (x1, . . . . X,)E R”, we let XT = (xCn3, . . . . xcl,) and 
xl = (q1p ...Y X[n,) be respectively the vectors with the components of x 
arranged in increasing (decreasing) order. For any permutation rr of 
{ 4 2, *a.> n>, we let x, = (Q), . . . . x,(,J. 
DEFINITION 2.1. We now define an equivalence relation 2 and a preor- 
dering 2 on (R”)“. For (x,, . . . . x,) and (zr ,..., Z,)E (R”)“, we detine 
(x 1 > . . . . x,) 2 (z,, . . . . z,) if and only if there exists a permutation n: of 
{ 1, 2, ***, n} such that 
X kn = tXkn(l), ***Y Xkn(n)) = tzkl > . ..v Zkn) = zk 
for all k = 1, . . . . S. 
We define (x ,,..., ‘x,) 2 (zl ,..., z,)o there exist a finite number of 
elements (yi, . . . . yi), . . . . (~5, . . . . y;) in (Rn)s-l such that 
0) (x1, . . . . x,) g (x1 t, Y:, . . . . of), h, . . . . z,) g (x1 t, ~5, . . . . Y:), and 
(ii) for each i = 2, . . . . p, there exist a pair of coordinate indices I, m 
(/cm) such that (x,1, yi, . . . . yj) may be obtained from (x,t, yi- ’ , . . . . y<- ‘) 
by interchanging the 1 and m coordinates of any vector y$- ’ such that 
~$7 l> yi,;‘. (We will call such an operation of obtaining (x,t, y<, . . . . y!) 
from (x1?, y-!-r, . . . . y’,- ‘) a basic rearrangment). 
EXAMPLE 2.2. 
((7, 5, 3, l), (294, 6, 8), (3,0, 9, 6)) g ((1, 3, 5, 7), (8,6,4, 2), (6, 9,0, 3)) 
2 ((1, 3, 5, 7), (29% 4, 8), (3,9,(X 6)) 
2 ((1, 3, 5, 7), (2,4,6, 8), (3,(X9,6)) 
< ((1, 3, 5, 7), (2,4,6,8), (0, 3,936)) 
2 ((1, 3, 5, 7), (234, 6, 8), V-4 3,639)). 
It should be clear that 2 is a preordering on (R”)“, and that if 
(x 1 ? .-., x,) 2 (z1, . . . . z,) then the components of the vectors x1, . . . . x, are 
6X3/25/2-IO 
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relatively less similarly arranged than the components of the vectors 
ZI, ..a, Z 5. Of course if (x,, . . . . x,) 4 (zi, . . . . z,), then the relative 
arrangement of the components in the vectors x,, . . . . x, is equivalent to that 
of the components in the vectors zi , . . . . z,. For any (xi, . . . . x,) E (R”)“, it 
follows that 
(x I, ..., x,) Q (x,f, . . . . x,T) g (x,1, ..., x,1). 
In Example 2.2, we observed that ((7, 5, 3, l), (2, 4, 6, S), 
(3, 0, 9, 6)) 3 ((1, 3, 5, 7), (2, 4, 6, 8), (0, 3, 6, 9)) and that ((1, 3, 5, 7), 
(2,4,6, S), (0, 3,6,9)) can be “obtained” from ((7, 5, 3, l), (2,4,6, S), 
(3,0,9,6)) as the result of four basic rearrangements. In general, for 
(x 1 I . . . . x,) E (W, tx,t, . . . . x,?) may be obtained from (xi, . . . . x,) in at most 
(;) basic rearrangements. This can be seen as follows: we note that 
(x 1 ? . . . . x,) = u @It, XZn, . . . . x,,) for some permutation rr. By performing at 
most n - 1 basic rearrangements, we arrive at (x,7, xi, . . . . xf), where the 
first component of xi is xkCnl for k = 2, . . . . s. Next by performing at most 
n - 2 further basic rearrangements we arrive at (x,t, x:, . . . . xi), where 
Xii1 = Xk[n] and $2 = Xk[n - I] for all k - 2, . . . . s. Proceeding in this way, 
it is clear that (x,t, xZt, . . . . x,?) may be reached in at most 
(n- l)+(n-2)+ . . . + 1 = (;) basic rearrangements. 
In the case where s = 2, it should be clear that for any pair of vectors xi 
and x2 one has that 
Moreover (x,t, x27) may be obtained from (x,, x2) as the result of at most 
n - 1 basic rearrangements. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let Di c R” for i = 1, . . . . s, and define D = 
D,x . . . x D, c (R”)“. Normally we will consider sets D which are per- 
mutation invariant in the sense that for any permutation 71 of (1,2, . . . . n}, 
(x 1, . . . . x,1 ED * (xm ..-, x,,)E D. We define a function f :D + R to be 
arrangement increasing (AI) if it preserves the preordering 3, that is 
(x ,, . . . . x,) 2 (z,, . . . . z,)~f(x,, . . . . x,) < f(zi, . . . . z,). We will say thatfis 
arrangement decreasing if -f is arrangement increasing. 
We note that arrangement increasing functions are permutation 
invariant in the sense that for any permutation rc, 
f(x1, “‘, x,) =f(x1m . . . . JLJ 
The concept of arrangement increasing functions of two vector arguments 
is well developed; see, for example, [9,6]. Such functions are termed 
decreasing in transposition or DT by Hollander, Proschan and Sethuraman. 
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Our generalization of this concept clearly supports the use of the 
terminology arrangement increasing. 
The next proposition is useful in obtaining many examples of 
arrangement increasing functions, as well as in relating several basic classes 
of functions. We preface the proposition with several standard definitions. 
DEFINITION 2.4. If x, y E R”, we say that x majorizes y(x 9 y ) if 
CJ I= 1 x[i] 2 Z= 1 Y[i] holds for all j= 1, . . . . n - 1, and moreover 
C;= 1 xi= Cl= I yi. A real valued function S with the property that 
x 9 y *f(x) >f(y) (respectivelyf(x) <f(y)) is called Schur convex (Schur 
concave). 
We consider the lattice R” with componentwise ordering. For x, y E R”, 
we let x v y = (max(xl,y,), . . . . max(x,,y,)) and x A y = 
(min(x, , Y, L.., min(x,, y,)). A real valued functionfwith the property that 
f(x v Y) +f(x * Y) as(x) +f(y) is called L-superadditive (or lattice 
superadditive). See, for example, 193 for results related to L-superadditive 
and L-subadditive functions. A real valued function f with the property 
that f(x v y)f(x A y) >f(x)f(y) is called multivariate totally positive of 
order 2 (MTP,). 
PROPOSITION 2.5. In the following, E = R” or (R+ )“: 
(a) Let f(x,, . . . . x,) =g(x, + x2 + . . . + x,). Then f is arrangement 
increasing on D = E” if and only if g is Schur convex on E. 
(b) Let f (x1, . . . . x,) = C;= 1 g(x,,, xZi, . . . . xJ. Then f is arrangement 
increasing on D = E” if and only if g is L-superadditive on E. 
(c) Let f (x,, . . . . x,) = n;= 1 g(x,,, xzi, . . . . xsi), where g> 0. Then f is 
arrangement increasing on D = E” if and only if g is MTP,. 
Proof. (a) Let g be Schur convex on E. It is clear from the definition of 
3 that if (x1, . . . . x,) ? (xi, . . . . xi) then x1 + ... +x, 2 xi + . . . +x:. 
Hence f (x,, . . . . x,)=g(x, + ... +x,)<g(x; + ... +x:) = f(x;, . . . . xi) and 
f is arrangement increasing. 
Now let us suppose f is arrangement increasing, and that y $ z, where 
y, z E E. We want to show that g(y) 3 g(z). Since g is permutation invariant, 
by the special nature of the majorization preordering, we may without loss 
of generality assume that y = ( yl, y,, . . . . y,), z = (y, + E, y, -E, y,, . . . . y,), 
where 0 d E d (yZ - yI). Let us define x1 = (yr, y, - E, y,, . . . . y,), 
x2 = (E, 0, 0, . ..) 0) and x; = (0, E, 0, . . . . 0). Then (x,, x2, 0, . . . . 0) 3 
x;, 
k,, 
0 9 a**, 0) and therefore g(z) = g(x, + x2) = f(x,, x2, 0 ,..., 0) G 
x;, o,..., 0) = g(y). 
Parts (b) and (c) may be proved in a similar way by noting the 
following: Let us suppose that x, =x,T and that (x,, x;, . . . . xi) may be 
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obtained from (xi, x2, . . . . x,) by the basic rearrangement which 
interchanges the I and m (I < m) coordinates of any vector xk such that 
xk, > x~,,,. Then 
{(x119 X2/? ..‘3 x,,) ” (Xlm, X2rnY . ..> LA (Xl,, x2/, ...? x,J A (Xh, XZm, . . . . x,,)} 
= { (XhJ;,, . . . . LA (x11, x;,, **., x:,,>. 
EXAMPLE 2.6. The function g: [0, + co)” + R defined by g(y,, . . . . y,) = 
n;= i yi is Schur concave and hence -g is Schur convex. It follows from 
Proposition 2.5(a) that f: ([0, + co )“)” -+ R defined by 
f(x 1, . . . . x,) = fi i Xki 
i=l k=l 
is arrangement decreasing. In particular 
an inequality proved by Ruderman [ 111. 
EXAMPLE 2.7. The function g: [IO, + co)’ + R defined by g( y, , . . . . y,) = 
. . . y, is L-superadditive. It follows from Proposition 2.5(b) that 
XI,...,X~)=CY=I II”~=I ki x is arrangement increasing on ([0, + 00)“)‘. In 
particular, as Ruderman [ 111 observed, c;= I ni = 1 xki < cy= I ni = I Xk[i] . 
It is easy to see from this example that for any r G s, 
fib 1, . . . . xs)=k 
1 
<;<, 
, 
$, Xkli"'Xkrl 
is also an arrangement increasing function. 
Remark 2.8. Lorentz [S] proved that x;=, g(xli, . . . . xsi) < 
CI= 1 &Xl [i] > **9 x,ti3) for any L superadditive function g on R”. Derman, 
Lieberman and Ross [2] observed that a cumulative joint distribution 
function F( yl, . . . . y,) is L superadditive and derived some implications on 
the optimal assembly of systems. For example, let us suppose that s 
components make up a system, and that associated with each component is 
a numerical value. If a,, . . . . a, are the component values, then assume that 
F(a r, . . . . a,) is the probability that the system functions properly 
(F(a,, . . . . a,) is the reliability of the system). Now let us assume that n 
components of each type k = 1, . . . . s are available, and hence that n systems 
may be assembled in (n !)‘- -l possible ways. If N denotes the number of 
systems that function properly, then N is a random variable whose 
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distribution depends on the way in which the n systems are assembled. It 
follows that EN = EN(a,, . . . . a,), the expected number of properly function- 
ing systems, is an arrangement increasing function which is maximized 
when the “best” components of each type are assembled into one system, 
the “second best” of each type into another, etc. 
EXAMPLE 2.9. The functions min( y, , . . . . y,) and -max( y, , . . . . y,) are L 
superadditive on R" (max(y,, . . . . ys) is L subadditive). It follows (from 
Proposition 2.5(b)) that 
f min(x,,, . . . . xsi) and f max(xli, . . . . xsi) 
i=l i=l 
are respectively arrangement increasing and arrangement decreasing on 
(R")". In particular, as was proved by Mint [lo], 
C min(x,,, . . . . X,i) 6 C min(x,cij, . . . . xs[i]) 
i= 1 i= 1 
and 
,F; max(x,i, . . . . x,i) 3 1 maX(X,cij, -3 xs[i])- 
i=l 
Similarly, we note that as log min( y i, . . . . y,) and -log max( y , , . . . . v,) are L 
superadditive on ((0, + co))‘, it follows that 
fi min(xu, . . . . x,J 
i= 1 
and 
are respectively arrangment increasing and arrangement decreasing on 
((0, + 00 )“)“. In particular, as also proved by Mint [lo], 
fi min(x,,, . . . . x,J ,< fi min(x,Cil, . . . . Xs[i,) 
i=l i=l 
and 
iJjl maX(X,i, .-, X,i) 2 fi maX(X,Cg, . . . . X,cjl) 
i=l 
when all xki>O. 
EXAMPLE 2.10. The permanent of an n xn matrix with positive 
elements is an arrangement decreasing function of its columns (equivalently 
its rows). 
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Let P(a,, . . . . a,) be the permanent of the n xn matrix with kth 
column = (a,) = (ukl, . . . . akn)‘. Then 
p(a 1, . . . . aA= C arr(l)l --n(n)n. 
x E S” 
To show that the permanent is arrangement decreasing, we need only show 
that P(al, . . . . a,,) 2 P(a;, ..,, a:), where (a;, . . . . a;) is obtained from 
a ) by interchanging the 1 and m coordinates of any vector ak such 
!$ ‘zk, ; ukm (here 1, m are arbitrary but fixed and I < m). Without loss of 
generality we assume that a,,< ukm ok<r for some r, l<r<n. Let us 
define S’ to be the set of permutations rc on { 1, . . . . n} such that n(l) < x(m). 
Now for any permutation rc, define rr* by x*(i) = z(i) for i # 1, m, and 
x*(1)=x(m), n*(m) =x(I). It is clear that if 7-c is such that either 
max{n(l), z(m)} <r or min{rr(/), x(m)} > r, then 
%(I)1 “‘%(n)n + 4r*,1,1 “‘%r*(nln 
=4(,), ~..&l,n +4*,1)1 ...4*(n)n. 
On the other hand if rt does not fall into either of these categories, it is easy 
to see that 
Hence 
p(a ,, . . . . a,)= 1 C~,,~~~ . .G(~)~+GYI,I ...+wJ 
neS’ 
= P(a;, ,.., a:). 
For an example of a probabilistic interpretation of this result, consider 
the following ball and urn situation. Suppose n balls are to be thrown 
(independently) into n urns. Let pk = (Pki, pk2, . . . . pk”)’ be the probability 
distribution of the kth ball for k = 1, . . . . n. That is, pki = probability that ball 
k ends up in urn i. Then P(p, , pz, . . . . p,) is the probability that the n balls 
end up in n different urns. This probability function is arrangement 
decreasing in the vectors (pl, . . . . p,), and in particular 
P(P 1, . . . . P”) 2 P(Pf 7 ...Y P,*) 
where pk* = (Pk[1], . . . . pkCn3)’ for each k = 1, . . . . n. 
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3. PRESERVATION AND CLOSURE PROPERTIES OF 
ARRANGEMENT INCREASING FUNCTIONS 
The class of arrangement increasing functions is clearly closed under 
addition and under the operation of taking mixtures (with respect to 
positive measures). The product of non-negative arrangement increasing 
functions is arrangement increasing. If q5 is a non-decreasing function on 
R” and fi, . . . . f,,, are arrangement increasing, then so is 4(fi(.),..., f,(.)) 
arrangement increasing. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let &,, E,, . . . . E, c R”. For i= 1, 2, . . . . s, let g,: EO x Ei -+ 
[0, + cc) be arrangement increasing. Then f (I, x,, . . ..x.) = n;= I g,(l, xi) is 
arrangement increasing in 1, xi, . . . . x,. This observation makes it clear that 
for many classic multivariate densities, the joint density of a random 
sample x1, . . . . x, of size s is AZ in the arguments 1 (a parameter vector), 
x,, . . . . x,. Some examples are: 
(a) Multinomial: 
f (L XI > . . . . 
Here 0 < jlj,xki = 0, 1, 2, . . . . i = 1, . . . . n, k = 1, . . . . s, 
i li=l, i xki=N foreachk. 
i=l ,=l 
(b) Multivariate normal distribution with common variance and 
covariance. 
where C is the positive definite covariance matrix with elements U* along 
the main diagonal and PO* elsewhere, p > -( l/(n - 1)). 
For more examples, one need only consult Examples 3.10 of [6]. 
The following result concerning the composition of AI functions of two 
vector variables enables one to construct many interesting examples of AI 
functions. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let gk(x,z) be non-negative arrangement increasing 
functions on (R”)2 for k = 1, . . . . s. Zf p is a permutation invariant Bore1 
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measure on R” (IA dp(z)= lA dp( .zo n) for any permutation n), then the 
“composition” f defined by 
f(x I, ---, x,1 = s fj g,(x,, z) 44) 
k=l 
is AZ on (R”)“. 
Proof: Let us suppose that (x,, . . . . x,) and (xi, . . . . XL) are given such 
that x1 = xi = xlf, and (xi, . . . . xl) may be obtained from (x1, . . . . x,) by 
interchanging the I and m coordinates (I< m) of any xk such that xkl > x~,,,. 
We need only show that f(x,, . . . . x,)<f(x;, . . . . xl). Without loss of 
generality we may assume that the indices k such that x,,< xkm are the 
indices k = 1, 2, . . . . r, where r <s. For any vector w  E R”, let us define w* to 
be the vector obtained from w  by interchanging its I and m coordinates. 
By breaking up the region of integration into the three regions z/<z,,,, 
zI = z, and z, > z,, one obtains 
stx;, . . . . X:)--f(X,, ..., x,1 
= 
J [ 
z,<z, ,il, gk(x;vz) fi gk(x;,z) 
k=r+l 
+ kfi, gk(X;, z*) fi gk(Xic, z*) 44) 
k=r+l 1 
- 1 [ z,<-m ,o, &(x,, z) fi &(x,, z) i z=r+l 
+ fi gktxk? z*) fi gktxk, z*) 44) 
i= 1 i=r+l 1 
= j  { f j  gktX;, z, [ fi gktX;, z)- fi gktxk, z)] 
z/<&n k=l k=r+l k=r+l 
+ fi gkwc, z*) 
i 
f j  gktXb, z*)- f j  gktxk, z*) II 44) k=l k=r+l k=r+l 
= 
j  [ 
;,<;m k$, gkfxk, z, - fi gkfxk, z*)][k=c+ 1 gkfXk, z*) 
k=l 
- k =c+, gktxk, z)] 44z) 
20 since each g, is AI. 
An application of this theorem yields the following extension of 
Corollary 2.1 in [l]. The proof is similar and thus omitted. 
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COROLLARY 3.3. Let X be an exchangeable random vector with density 
or mass function f(x). For k = 1, . . . . s, let hk be an arrangement increasing 
function of two vectors on R” x R”, and let dk : R + [0, + 00) be non- 
decreasing. Then 
$(a I, . . . . a,) = E, fj dk(hk(ak, x)) 
k=l > 
is an arrangement increasing function of (a,, . . . . a,) E (R”)“. 
When choosing dk(hk(ak, x)) to be the indicator function of the set 
(X: hk(ak,X) > ck}, where ck iS an arbitrary but fixed real number, it fOllOWS 
that 
COROLLARY 3.4. Under the assumptions of Corollary 3.3, one has that 
Prob ca,, .,_, ,,,)Chk(ak, X) 3 ck : k = 4 . . . . ~1 
is an arrangement increasing function of (a,, . . . . a,) E (R”)” for every real 
vector c = (cl, . . . . c,). 
Note that Corollary 3.4 is an extension (from the bivariate case to the 
multivariate case) of Corollary 2.2 of [ 11. 
Remark 3.5. Many useful transformations of the random vector X that 
are AI functions can be found in Cl]. One such transformation that seems 
to be particularly useful is the linear transformation hk(ak, x) = I;= 1 q&xi. 
For two s x n real matrices given by 
,4=(,!1) and B=( 11) 
let us define Y, = AX and Y, = BX. If the joint density or mass function of 
x = (X,, . ..) X,,)’ is permutation invariant, then by Corollary 3.4 it follows 
that 
(a 1, ..., a,) 2 h, . . . . b,) 
Z- Prob(Y A 2 c) < Prob(Y, 2 e) 
for all real vectors c = (c,, . . . . c,). 
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4. APPLICATIONS TO MEASURES OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN s JUDGES 
Various measures of concordance have been used to evaluate the degree 
of agreement between s judges. We consider the situation where each of the 
s judges rank n objects. Perhaps the most widely used measure of this type 
is Kendall’s coefficient of concordance W (see [ 73). 
For each k = 1 , . . . . s, we let R, = (R,,, . . . . Rk,,)’ be the vector of ranks of 
the kth judge-& being the rank assigned by judge k to the ith object. 
Kendall’s W is then defined by 
W(R,, . . . . R,s) = 
12c;=, cc;=, uL-(~+u/2)12 
s2(n3 - n) 
We mention three other measures of concordance: 
(a) p (average Spearman’s Rho) defined by 
P(R 
6 
Cy= 1 (Rki- ,, - . . . . R,)=$) 1 1 2 s(s2 1) - k<l R,i)2 1 
Spearman’s Rho for judges k and I 
= l 323-t ‘)+ 
S-l (;)s(s+ll)(s- 1) c (i RkiRJ. k<l i=l 
It should be noted that p and W are related through the equation 
(see 171) 
SW- 1 
p=-. 
s-l 
(b) Z (average Kendall’s tau) defined by (see [4,5]) 
T(R,, . . . . R,) = 6 c (Kendall’s tau for judges k and 1) 
2 k</ 
L c C 1 - (%n(& - &q))(sgn(& - R,)) 1 
= -1 +&I k;,iI, [sgn(Rk;-Rkj)I[sgn(R,i-Ro)I. 
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(c) pF (average Spearman’s footrule) defined by (see [3]) 
pdR~~.*-~R,)=~ C {I-& .$ IR,i-R/ii] 
2 k<l l-1 
=I-(;)(;)k<,,=, 
-!-- c ,f iRk;-&il. 
It should be noted that for any fixed k < f, the functions Cr=, RkiR/i, 
ciCi sgn(&- &i) sgn(R,,- R,), and -x1= i IRki- R/i] of (Rk, R,) are all 
arrangement increasing. If g is an arrangement increasing function of r 
vectors (r < S) which is symmetric in its arguments, it should be clear that 
.f(x 1 ¶ ...) ‘s) = k <;<k dxk, > .‘.Y xkr) 
I , 
is an arrangement increasing function of s vector arguments (which is also 
symmetric in its vector arguments). It follows that all four of these 
measures of concordance between judges-W, p, Z and p,-are 
arrangement increasing functions. This is a justification of their use, since 
certainly we would expect these measures to increase as the judges increase 
in agreement. 
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